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Tracklist Hide Credits
A1 –DJ Metatron As I Get Insane
A2 –Traumprinz

2 The Sky (Metatron's What If There's No End And No Beginning Mix)
Remix – DJ Metatron

B1 –DJ Metatron The Journey
B2 –Traumprinz

2 Bad (Metatron's What If Madness Is Our Only Relief Mix)
Remix – DJ Metatron

B3 –DJ Metatron Healing & Unity

Companies, etc.
Lacquer Cut At – Dubplates & Mastering

Credits
Lacquer Cut By – CGB*

Notes
Limited version. Comes with hand-drawn artwork sleeve.
Track durations not listed on the release.
B3 is a locked groove.

Barcode and Other Identifiers
Matrix / Runout (Runout side A, etched): GLG 18-A DJ METATRON CGB@D&M
Matrix / Runout (Runout side B, etched): GLG 18-B A1 - AS I GET INSANE A2 - TRAUMPRINZ -

2 THE SKY (METATRON'S WHAT IF THERE'S NO END AND NO BEGINNING MIX) B1 - THE
JOURNEY (SKIT) B2 - TRAUMPRINZ - 2 BAD (METATRON'S WHAT IF MADNESS IS OUR
ONLY RELIEF MIX) B3 - HEALING & UNITY CGB@D&M
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GIEGLING 18 DJ Metatron 2 The Sky (12", RE) Giegling GIEGLING 18 Germany 2016

Comments about 2 The Sky - DJ Metatron
Gnng
Willing to trade my DJ Metatron - 2 The Sky (repressed) for Traumprinz - All the things.. Cheers Jan
Munigrinn
This is a perfect EP. Led here from DJ Healer LP which is my AOTY for 2018.
Hystana
Any recommendations on storage and how to preserve the artwork on the sleeve?
Ice_One_Guys
keep in. a pvc plastic sleeve out of sunlight? words
Kigabar
I like this record, but I don't really understand what's supposedly so good about it. 2 Bad is a nice
track, the rest didn't really catch my attention. 2 Bad definitely has something emotional going on,
but also feel pretty lazy, the structure is really bare and the vocal sample does most of the work. Add
and substract some bass here and there for variety and that's all. Not really a mind bending
experience IMO
GYBYXOH
U crazy. This is one of the best Ep of this year. Simply amazing. The more i listen to it, the more i
love it and get into it......A masterpiece!
Uranneavo
It's what it does with what it has mate. Bare structure isn't a negative
ᵀᴴᴱ ᴼᴿᴵᴳᴵᴻᴬᴸ
. .. ... .... '2 the sky' is pure bliss .... ... .. .
Vijora
2 Bad is one of my favourite tracks I have heard over the last year or two, it's the only reason why I
bought this record on sight. The rest is solid to passable at best, but I don't care. I had to have this
one tune on wax. In your comment about the structure and vocal sample...you are pretty much
describing every Traumprinz/Metatron track ever made. It is stripped back, but it is just so damn
effective.
Gralsa
Oh, so he sampled Mary J. Blige's "Too Bad" on "2 Bad." Neat!
Onnell
sure, but what he did with it is phenomenal. it's like that beiber 'u smile' mix slowed down by 800%
or james holden's remix of britney' 'breathe on me', the original songs are disposable formulae

pop,but in the hands of talented producer they are transformed into pure dynamite.
Jorius
Props to everyone posting their unique covers! It's nice to see how varied they are.
Meztisho
Mediocre /boring record in my opinion. Especialy the vocals on A2 and B2 are cheesy and get even
more annoying after i played it a few times. There are no parts i would consider fresh or innovative
and the track i mixed most of the time was B1 because of the ambient samples.But hey, its DJ
Metatron/Traumprinz and even if you don't like it just purchase it if you can, because you can sell it
and buy some serious records from the money. Maybe the fact, that this release is near to impossible
to get for people relying on online sellers is a strategy to promote mediocre stuff as the new
sh*t.Having sold-out releases (And keeping them sold-out by doing well-dosed reissues, not available
to most people) seems to be the new currency of success.Would rate this 3 points because i
understand people who have better feelings about this music.But the fact that the whole release
policy surrounding this is so disgustingly exclusive, i feel better with a lower rating.I just donated
the record to a friend, but i guess hes kind of bored by this as well.
Mysterious Wrench
I couldn't agree more. The weakest Giegling in looong time and I'm starting to think they made it on
purpose just to see how stupid people will pay anything for shuffled 90ties breakbeats with the most
boring pads and repetitive vocal samples. Massive Attack did this much better 20 years ago. It
sounds seriously like they made it 2 hours or so. Yep guys, it's "2 bad" :))
santa
I have to agree. It seems strange to me to issue these records in the manner this label does; it almost
seems that the hype surrounding the record speaks more than the music itself. By no means are the
tracks badly produced, but for me it falls somewhat flat in comparison to some records that have
aimed to put the listener in a similar headspace. I loved the first DJ Metatron 12" but this is a fairly
average follow-up. Still interested to see where he takes his sound next!
Uanabimo
Couldnt agree more. Some old school massive attack backbeats with emotive synth chords and
added vocals samples over the top... A Massive/Moby mashup. Too little development or transition in
the tracks. And it just doesnt groove...
Mightdragon
tell ur friend to donate it here! im sure some ppl gonna be happy!
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Traumprinz - Say Or Do
B.B.S. & DJ Andy B. - Metatron
The Wolves Of Avalon - Across Corpses Grey
Traumprinz b2b DJ Metatron - Live At Planet Uterus
DJ Metatron - This Is Not
The Van Houtens - John Frog (La Canzone Di Giovanni Rana)
Edell & Panayota - Urban Freaks
Suicide , RoziGad, Noddy Chi, Metatron Lefra - Projekt
Pulsar - Metatron
Mark Stewart - Metatron

